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Context 
There are multiple stakeholder including builders, 

electrical contractors and project managers to 
consider and engage.

 As the IT world moves so quickly how well you 
align your IT requirements with the building 
requirements can either create a competitive 
advantage for your business or result in missed 
opportunities, costly refits and less than optimal 
solutions.

 As is always true preparation and engagement are 
the keys.



Today we are playing Building Bingo

Building Bingo 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Stakeholders

Project status

Comms room(s)

Incoming comms 
and 
Comms demand

NBN

Cabling and outlets

WiFi

Nurse Call

Telehealth and 
Video

Aspirational 
Services

Smart Devices

Place an X in the box if this might be an issue for you to follow up on,
You can download the presentation from the ACS or microsolve.com.au



Stakeholders

1 Project manager
2 Development Manager
3 Architects
4 Tender writers
5 On site comms teams
6 CEO
7 Service Delivery Manager
8 Service Delivery Design team
9 IT provider(s)



A quick way to identify stakeholders is 
to “follow the money”



Project Status : where are we up to? 

1.Concept 2.Feasibility 3.Design 4.Business 
Case 5.Tender 6.Contract 

award
7.Building 
underway

8.Building 
finished

Who you will need to include changes as your move along …….



Comms rooms require a bit of IT 
knowledge

1. How much power?
2. How much  air conditioning?
3. How much physical security?
4. How many racks / how big ?
5. Where is the comms room relative to incoming 

network connection points?
6. Can we run fibre as deep into the facility as we 

can?



Incoming comms and comms demand 

What services are you going to need and what services are 
available in your area?
1. What can I get : ADSL / EFM / BDSL / Fibre / NBN?
2. How much bandwidth do I need to support some or all 

of these :
 How many Thin clients or PCs
 How many exec users and mobile devices 
 Which line of business applications
 Video and Skype
 Photo upload
 Mobile devices
 Internet access
 Executive users 
 Cloud back up 



NBN is generally just a fast residential 
service
1. How does the NBN schedule and the building schedule co-exist? 

This is vital because what NBN think you need when they arrive 
maybe very different from what you actually need next month/year
“one site I know, NBN installed a residential connection, when we 
started design for an res care extension, NBN refused to come and 
replace the connection as it is now a building site”

2. NBN has no services levels for commercial purpose and allow plenty 
of time for testing. Commercially you may be going backwards. Do 
you want service credits?

3. NBN also relies on power so get a working understanding of how 
long your back up power and the NBN back up power co-exist. Your 
server backup might go for 5 hours and your NBN for 4? Get an 
understanding of NBN batteries and your UPS position



Cabling and outlets

1. How many outlets per room
2. Where do the outlets need to be ( especially in an 

ILU )
3. Phone outlets and comms outlets?
4. Phone, TV, Nursecall, in room Clinical terminal
5. Ethernet port for laptop
6. What if we want to put the TV on the other wall?
7. Be aware of smoke and fire suppression walls –

cables need to run through them but CAN’T use the 
same conduits as power



How much WIFI and for who and what?

1. If you are tracking equipment, you will need WIFI 
in all the places something lost could get

2. Separation of traffic between VMOs, visitors 
residents and staff

3. Outdoor areas
4. Communal areas 
5. Resident Rooms
6. Independent living



Nurse call is a always a special case

1. The scope is often written in to the electrical scope – is 
it in your case? This goes back to when nurse call was 
a button on a twisted pair – “might was well sort that out 
when you do the lights”

2. These sub contracts often get a life of their own down 
through the layers of tenderers and solution could have 
already been designed in when the tenders respond –
what is this commercial status of the Nurse Call sub 
contract?

3. What are your options to renegotiate toward a preferred 
solution or can you ‘live with’ what you get?

4. Do you want a ‘nurse call’ and a ‘service call’ button?



Telehealth and video – where are you 
headed?

1. ‘video nurse call’ like many private hospitals now 
have?

2. ‘skype’ for family contact from the resident’s room
3. ‘skype’ for team meetings and management 

communications
4. Private video rooms for remote GP consultations at 

moderate resolution 
5. High quality with remote doctor camera control for 

specialists consultations



Aspirational services for different 
Service propositions may need to be 
factored in

1. Can Nan have an xbox for visitors to use?
2. Are we providing Pop with hi speed WIFI for the 

grandies to use?
3. Why not provide an Apple TV / Airplay so visitors 

can easily share photos?
4. Are you providing streamed in-house movies?
5. How about an in-house TV channel
6. Or …. Facility provided Pay TV



Internet of Things and Smart devices 
may be part of your future?

1. Fitbits
2. Smart taps
3. Motion detectors
4. Pressure pads
5. Facial recognition for access and exit
6. Refrigerators – temperature monitoring
7. Tracking equipment ‘lost’ like BP monitors



Stories from the field …..#1

 There are “limits” on how long cables can be in 
buildings – one of our sites initially had planned and 
started building the main comms room to be located too 
far from the centre of the building and too long for a 
cable run

 Without intervention before the build was completed, 
we would have had to build multiple extra “cupboards” 
with active equipment would have to be retrofitted in to 
the design would have led to a big duplication of cost 
and the changes would have been unbudgeted



Stories from the field #2

Locating the comms room(s) early in the design 
means you do not have to make sub-optimal 
choices …

 At one site where we were invited in late, we had no 
real choices and the room ended up being located 
directly under the main fire suppression water supply 
pipes – this is really NOT ideal to have sprinklers above 
a comms cabinet



Stories from the field #3
 The street address of a site is not necessarily the 

“Telstra address, let alone the NBN address” – locating 
main feed cables is challenging for sites with multiple 
street frontages and some times there are multiple 
feeds into the site

 one of our sites had a feed for the ACF and a second 
feed for the ILUs entering the site from two different 
places

 This caused endless confusion and delay which is 
manageable if early in the process, it is challenging and 
stressful when identified last in the implementation 
cycle



Stories from the field #4

 Cable labelling is a MUST as someone will always need to 
work out what plugs into where and a poorly thought out 
numbering scheme (especially where there are multiple 
comms rooms) will lead to delays and service continuity 
issues

 one of our sites who was expanding with a new multi-floor 
extension and the contractor wanted to label the cables 
1,2,3,4. This would have been a nightmare to try and track 
where #737 went to

 Luckily we could ‘cut this one off’ at the tender stage

 Cabling should be numbered hierarchically : 
 Building#/floor#/switch#/port#



Stories from field #5

 Port labeling is also important. At many sites we have discovered 
there is no labelling to differentiate network ports from phone ports

 And they look quite similar …

 At one site we chased a network problem for ages and eventually 
determined that somewhere in history, someone had plugged a 
phone in to the network port

 Some time later the customer wanted to use the port as a network 
port, it didn’t work and we got a service call…

 The RJ11 standard phone connection had been forced into a network 
port ( RJ45 ). The RJ11 plug had bent the pins in the socket which 
was designed for an RJ45 – this is almost impossible to find



Stories from the field #6

Comms rooms need to be SECURE – using multi-
purpose rooms WILL lead to disconnections as 
accidental trolley collisions or other issues WILL 
happen

We chased a problem for months which only 
occurred every second Friday morning. Eventually 
discovered the cleaner turned off the IT to plug in 
the vacuum cleaner ( every second Thursday 
night! )



Stories from the field #7 and #8
 DON’T JOIN CABLES – relocating a comms cabinet/patching point 

can be a big undertaking – and not all electricians are experienced 
with comms and may take short cuts and join cables 

 At one of our sites there was all sorts of “network weirdness” which 
took a lot of time and money to solve. It was eventually determined to 
be a poor cable join which had been put in when a comms cabinet 
was moved. It is an important step to have quality control over the 
cabling. Ideally we ask for verification

 NOT ALL PATCH LEADS ARE EQUAL – insist that colours are used 
to denote cross over leads from data leads and phone leads etc.

 Another long standing incident was eventually solved when we 
determined the incorrect  type of patch lead was being used … lots of 
time was wasted on a device that had a link light but wouldn’t 
connect, only to find out that the patch lead was in fact a cross over 
lead…and the only way to tell was to pull apart the plugs and 
compare the colours of the wires inside the plugs!!



Engage multiple stakeholder including builders, 
electrical contractors, project managers early
Align your IT requirements with the building 
requirements – you can either create a 
competitive advantage for your business or miss 
opportunities, have costly refits and less than 
optimal solutions.
Be prepared early

Planning for and building a new facility or 
extension – there are challenges and 
opportunities



I hope you enjoyed ….
Building 


